
Sienti� reportsDaisuke IkegamiJune 30, 20091. Purpose of the visitThis workshop is unique in the sense that almost all top-level re-searhers in set theory gather from all over the world. In this visit,I would like to disuss with them about the relevant questions for myresearh as well as many topis in set theory and broaden my interestin set theory.2. Desription of the work arried out during the visitI gave a talk about Blakwell determinay on June 16th and HughWoodin gave me an interesting omment about the topi and we dis-ussed after the talk. I also disussed with Grigor Sargsyan about therelated topi. After the talk by Benedikt L�owe, I found some general-ization of the results given in his talk.Besides that, I listened to many interesting talks in large ardinals anddesriptive set theory.3. Desription of the main results obtained(a) On the axiom of real Blakwell determinay.Hugh Woodin observed that the axiom of real Blakwell determi-nay (Bl-ADR) implies that the determinay of all sets of reals inL(R;Rn#) for any natural number n, where Rn# is the n-th iterateof the sharp operation starting from R.With Grigor Sargsyan, we have observed that the determinayof all sets of reals in L(R;Rn#) is equionsistent with in�nitarymany Woodin ardinals with VÆn#, where Æ is the supremum of1



the Woodin ardinals, for any natural number n. Also we haveobserved that the onsisteny strength of the above statementsare muh stronger than that of ADL(R) with the existene of Rn# .Combining these two results, we an onlude that the onsistenyof Bl-ADR is stritly stronger than that of in�nitary many Woodinardinals with VÆn# for eah n. This is new and stronger than whatwe had before the workshop.We believe that Bl-ADR implies that the determinay of sets ofreals in L(R; �), where � is the superompat measure on the setof all ountable subsets of the reals, whih is muh stronger thanwhat we have so far but we have not proved it yet.(b) On the impliations between regularity properties.I have found that if every �13-set of reals is Lebesgue measurable,then every �13-set of reals has the property of Baire assumingsharps for reals. From this, if one would like to fore the statementthat every �13-set of reals has the property of Baire but there is a�13 non-Lebesgue measurable set, then one must either start fromthe universe without sharps for some sets, or one has to use lassforings.It is most likely that all the known impliations and non-impliationsbetween typial regularity properties for �12-sets of reals and �12-sets of reals an be generalized to the ones between typial regu-larity properties for �13-sets of reals and �13-sets of reals assumingsharps for sets. But we have not heked it yet.4. Projeted publiations/artiles resulting or to result from the grant.The results about Blakwell determinay obtained in this workshop willbe in my Ph. D thesis unless there are more eÆient improvements.
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